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Coffee may be one of the world’s most popular 
beverages, but in Turkey the ritual of making it and 

tasting has cultural significance. Enjoy Istanbul 
through the steamy lens of a coffee cup  

Words » Rudolf Abraham

Along with inoculation, military bands and the crank shaft, 
we have the Ottoman Empire to thank for our global love affair with 
the dark, bitter and deliciously reviving drink we know as coffee. 
Originating in Yemen and the Horn of Africa, and first recorded as 
a beverage in the 15th century, the Ottoman Governor of Yemen 
introduced it to Sultan Suleyman the Magnificent’s court in Istanbul 
in the 16th century. The popularity of the new drink was such that a 
new post was created for a Chief Coffee Maker, and the coffee craze 
quickly spread, with the first coffeehouse opening in the city in 1554. 
The first coffeehouse in Europe (beyond the Ottoman Empire) opened 
in Venice during the 17th century, and soon afterwards coffeehouses 
appeared in other European cities including Paris, Marseilles and 
Oxford. The Queen’s Lane Coffee House, established in 1654, is 
still open for business. Coffee reached Vienna following the failed 
Ottoman siege of the city in 1683, when the departing Turks left  
behind several hundred sacks of coffee beans. From these origins our 
modern-day coffee habit was born.

Turkish coffee is an important part of the country’s fantastically 
rich cultural heritage, so much so that rituals surrounding coffee 
drinking were inscribed on the UNESCO list of Intangible Cultural 
Heritage in 2013. It’s still prepared in the traditional manner, and 
served after meals or by itself, as well as on important social 
occasions such as engagement ceremonies. Tea on the other hand, 
which is drunk in vast quantities in Turkey and is often thought of as 
the national drink, was introduced into Turkey later.

There is a slow, careful ritual to the making and serving of Turkish 
coffee. It is prepared by adding finely ground coffee to cold water and 
the desired amount of sugar – either sade (no sugar), orta (medium) 
or şekerli (sweet) – and heating them in a small coffee pot or cezve. 
Foam begins to rise as the coffee is heated, a little of which is scooped 
off and added to the cup, then the pot is returned to the heat and the 
foam allowed to rise more (without letting it come to a rolling boil) 
before the coffee is poured. Made properly, it has a rich, smooth and 
velvety taste, and comes with a thick head of foam on top – and an 
even thicker layer of coffee grounds in the bottom of the cup. The 
traditional accompaniment to Turkish coffee is lokum (Turkish delight).

There are variations to this method in countries where Turkish 
coffee has been adopted as a popular beverage. In Bosnia, Croatia 
and Serbia, the water is brought to the boil in the cezve before the 
coffee is added, then gently heated further until the foam rises. In the 
souks of Damascus or Cairo, coffee is brewed with a cardamom pod 
added to the pot, adding an exotic twist to its flavour.

Kurukahveci Mehmet Efendi, the most famous coffee producer in 
the capital, began as a small family business on Tahmis Sokak behind 
the Egyptian or Spice Bazaar in 1871. Now run by his grandchildren, 
and still proudly using its distinctive early 1930s logo, the small shop 
does a roaring trade. Visiting the shop on a Friday evening, I find a 
queue of customers spilling around the corner and down one of the 
alleys of the bazaar, past the fishmongers and spice stalls. On a 
nearby alley but not quite so busy (more a sign of Mehmet Efendi’s 
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fame as a household name, rather than an 
indication of inferior quality) is Kurukahveci 
Nuri Toplar, started a few years later in 
1890. It still roasts its coffee beans in the 
traditional manner, over firewood, which 
gives them their rich, distinctive flavour. 

On the opposite side of the Bosphorus, at 
the edge of the bustling bazaar in Kadiköy, 
Fazıl Bey is a serious contender for the best 
coffeehouse in Istanbul. I reach Kadiköy 
after taking the 35-minute ferry ride from 
Eminönü – as always, one of the most 
pleasant ways of getting around the Turkish 
capital, gliding across the channel between 
Europe and Asia, the ferry accompanied by 
a vast number of expectant seagulls. Sitting 
at one of the two tables in Fazıl Bey’s small 
interior, half filled with old coffee roasters 
and sacks of Brazilian coffee beans, I watch 
an apparently never-ending stream of 
Turkish coffees going out to customers on 
the tables outside or upstairs, each served 
with a small glass of water and a piece of 
Turkish delight.

The traditional coffee pots, hand-held 
coffee grinders and elaborate beaten copper 
serving trays can be found in bazaars in 
Istanbul as well as throughout Turkey. 

Turkish appliance manufacturer Arçelik has 
been making slick, automatic Turkish coffee 
machines for some years – but this hasn’t 
made the old traditional method of brewing 
using a cezve any less popular. Bekir Bey of 
Kahveci Ethen Tezçakar, a tiny atmospheric 
coffeehouse in Istanbul’s Grand Bazaar, is one 
such traditionalist, still brewing Turkish coffee 
in small copper pots over an open flame.

The thick layer of sediment left in the 
bottom of the cup is often used for fortune 
telling (kahve falı). After the coffee has been 
drunk, the cup is inverted on its saucer with 
the grounds still inside, swirled around three 
times accompanied by the words Neyse 
halim, çıksın falım – literally, ‘may the fortune 
show what my circumstances hold’ – and the 
patterns created in the coffee grounds read.  

With its inscription on the UNESCO list of 
Intangible Cultural Heritage, Turkish coffee 
culture joins other traditions already on the 
list such as karagöz shadow puppetry, and 
the ceremonies of the Mevlevi or ‘whirling’ 
dervishes – a fitting testament to its 
important place within Turkish culture. 
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» Essential calling points for 

Turkish coffee in Istanbul are: 

Fazıl Bey, Serasker Caddesi 

No. 3, Kadıköy.

Kurukahveci Mehmet 

Efendi, Tahmis Sokak No. 

66, Eminönü.  

 

Kurukahveci Nuri Toplar, 

Tahtakale Mh, Fatih.

» To enjoy a coffee after some 

exquisitely prepared local 

(Istanbul and Aegean) dishes, 

head for Dai Pera restaurant. 

Yeni Çarşı Caddesi 54. 

» The Ottoman Hotel Imperial 

makes a perfect base from 

which to explore Istanbul, a 

mere stone’s throw from the 

Aya Sofya. 

Above left: the traditional cezve, used for brewing 
Turkish coffee; Above: Fazil Bey coffeehouse

RJ flies from Amman to  
Istanbul seven times a week.  
For more details visit rj.com

 
Make your trip memorable and  

stress-free by booking an RJ tour.  
Discover top family attractions or 

organise priority tickets for museums 
and shows, all at tours.rj.com 


